Travel between Park and Pittville Halls

**Distance:** 3.5 miles

**Approximate time on foot:** 60 minutes

**Approximate time by bike:** 15 - 20 minutes

**NOTE:** This route is not the most direct but is traffic free for the majority. A more direct route, especially for walking would be to use the Evesham Road and then travel through the Town Centre, Promenade and Montpellier. This would reduce the route to about 2.5 miles (45 minutes on foot).

From Park to Pittville:

Google Map available [HERE](#)

Leaving the campus via the Fullwood Lodge or Pallas Villa exits turn left on to The Park (where there is a cycle lane present) and follow the road until the mini roundabout, taking the second exit (right) on to St Stephen’s Road. Follow this until the end where it joins Andover Road / Landsdown Road and join the cycle lane that emerges on the pavement on your left at the junction.

After a short distance, use the signed crossing at the traffic lights to cross Lansdown Road then using the small piece of cycle track turn left on to Queen’s Road opposite. Follow this road for a distance, over the traffic lights and turn in to the railway station car park. A signposted National Cycle Route 41 path appears in the hedgerow on the left about twenty yards in.

Take this path and follow the Cycle Route for about 1.5 miles to The Prince of Wales Stadium (ensuring you take the left path when the route forks under the road approximately half way along). Turning right at the end of the path will bring you to Tommy Taylor’s Lane. Turn right on to Tommy Taylor’s then immediately left on to Hudson Street. Follow to the end of this road and then turn left into Pittville Park.

Follow the path round to the right, keeping the lake on your left until the far end of the park where the path travels beneath Evesham Road in an underpass. Take this underpass and on the far side, turn left and follow the park path up to the Pump Room, passing in front of this building and exiting the park along East Approach Drive. At the end turn left on to Albert Road. Pittville Halls are on the right, about two hundred yards up.

From Pittville to Park:

Google Map available [HERE](#)
Turn left on to Albert Road from Pittville and take the second right on to East Approach Drive. Enter the park, past the Pump Room and proceed left, downhill on the far side. Follow the path past the play area, crossing the bridge over the lake, and turn right down the underpass. Emerging from the underpass, proceed straight on, with the lake on your right. Follow this path for a third of a mile until the path begins to curve right, around the lake. Take the left path here (there is a play area in front of you) and exit the park. On exiting, turn immediately right on to Hudson Street and follow it to the junction with Tommy Taylor’s Lane. At the junction turn right, then very soon left on to the track opposite the Leisure Centre.

Proceed down this track for a few yards until the cycle track starts proper on your left, signposted to the railway station. Follow this path for approximately 1.5 miles until it terminates in the railway station carpark. Exiting the car park turn right on to Queen’s Road.

Follow this road, over the traffic lights until just before the major junction with Lansdown Road. Here, a cycle path appears on the left guiding you off the road and immediately allowing a safe stopping place in order to cross Queens Road to the cycle track on the far side.

Once over Queen’s Road, cross Lansdown Road at the crossing and turn left on to the cycle track on the pavement on the far side. Follow this around to the right turn on to St Stephens Road. Proceed to the end of St Stephen’s Road and turn left at the mini roundabout on to The Park. Campus entrances are on the right approximately two hundred yards down this road.